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II BALKAN'S REGIONAL ORGANIZATION LUKOIL SPORT GAMES HELD IN
ZLATIBOR, SERBIA.
II Balkan's Regional Organization LUKOIL sport games took place in Zlatibor,
Serbia. 125 employees competed in 12 sporting disciplines for men, women and in
the mixed competition in: futsal, volleyball, tennis, basketball, table tennis,
dodgeball, darts and pool billiards. The overall number of awarded medals was
150, with 12 cups presented to the winners of each discipline and 3 cups for best
players in team sports. Special awards were also handed out to the best female and
male athletes, including the honorary certificate for participating in the Games, a
Fair Play award and cups for the overall ranking of participating countries.
Number one in the overall ranking, with 41 points, was the team of LUKОIL
SERBIA, who won 7 gold medals at: futsal, basket mixed, table tennis for men,
women and in mixed competition, darts for men and in mixed competition, three
silver medals in volleyball, dodgeball and pool mixed and two bronze medals in
basketball for men and darts for women.
The second place was taken by the colleagues from LUKОIL CROATIA team that
won 31 points, while the third place was taken by LUKОIL МАCEDONIA team
with six points less. The fourth place was taken by the team from LUKОIL
MONTENEGRO, along with the Fair Play award. The award for the best female
participant of the Games was presented to Rаdmila Bоskоvska from LUKОIL
МАCЕDОNIА by Аnа Јаnkоvić, the HR Manager, and to the best male participant,
Petar Тоrnjаnski from the team of LUKОIL SERBIА. The honorary certificate for
SBN LUKОIL for taking part in the competition was presented by Dејаn Јаnjić to
Pavlin Vakovski, the President of Bulgarian Petrochemists’ Union of LUKOIL.
The 2nd BМRО LUKОIL Games were opened by the Head of Balkan’s Regional
Organization of LUKOIL, Mr. Igor Semenicev. After having welcomed all the
participants and expressed his pleasure for having the colleagues from Bulgaria join
in this year, he added; “I am convinced that the positive energy created here will
develop better links among all segments of our company and that it will help us
function as one, synergic and successful team”. The Head of BMRO wished luck to
all the participants and announced that the sport event of BMRO Companies will
definitely be included in the calendar of mandatory events.
Dејаn Јаnjić addressed the participants at the closing ceremony of BМRО Games,

thanking the colleagues for the fair competition and announcing another
competitive sports opportunity to show their skills next year.

